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Week 34 Lesson: 

Find Your Support When You Need It 

Insightful study and analysis of higher realities and intensive spiritual practice result in God-

realization.    –Yoga Sutra 2.44
1
 

 

In Lesson 33, we turned our attention to the importance of daily, deep, superconscious 

meditation to “soar in omnipresence”—to move beyond the confines of ordinary, fragmented 

consciousness constrained by conditions. Soar in your true Self. As the teachings in the Bhagavad 

Gita (v.6.5) remind us, “lift your self by your Self.” Now the question comes, how do we carry this 

higher consciousness into our daily affairs? Specifically, how can it help us realize actual support 

when we need it?  

Dispel Your Doubts: Be Curious  

There are times of challenge when our days are filled with a thousand doubts; they are like ants 

taking over the kitchen. Just as soon as you clear them away, another army descends from who 

knows where. They capture our attention, and it seems all we can do to stop the invasion is keep 

them at bay. During such a time, we find ourselves asking: Where is God? Where is She? Where is 
the One who will support me in my hour of need?  

A wise ministry colleague of mine suggested that at such a juncture of faith, we are asking the 

wrong question. Instead of asking, “Where is God?” We should be asking ourselves, “Where am I?” 

When we turn our attention to that question, we find we are not standing on the rock of faith in 

the power and presence of the Infinite to meet every need. Instead, we are allowing ourselves to 

be uprooted, tossed about by the winds of doubt. Our mind has become divided. On the one 

hand, we are crying out for divine support, and on the other, we are doubting its very existence. 

The first step is identifying that we are in this maelstrom of misapprehension.  

																																																													
1 Roy Eugene Davis, Patanjali’s Yoga Sutras, The Science of Self-Realization: A Guide to Spiritual Practice in the Kriya 
Yoga Tradition, (CSA Press: Lakemont, 2004), loc 729 Kindle Edition.  
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Doubt itself is not the issue. Every great soul we look to has been tossed about and polished by 

the winds of doubt. It arises naturally. If doubt itself is not a problem, then what is? Like any other 

seeming obstacle on our path of realization, the problem is getting stuck there. The difficulty 

comes when we allow ourselves to get mired down in doubt and cannot see how to dispel it. 

Truth is always the sure remedy. Instead of busying our mind with doubt, it is time to bolster our 

mind with higher Truth. We can apply the yogic discipline of self-study, becoming curious about 

the cause of our difficulty. This can be done by fearless examination of the root of our doubt. 

When we look to its cause, what do we discover? Perhaps fear. Often, right below that—

attachment. The beauty of this insight is that instead of being tossed around by the winds of 

doubt and despair, we can see what we need to let go of in order to restore our faith and our 

peace of mind.  

When conditions in life are not what we hoped, when others betray or disappoint us, we are most 

empowered by seeing the fault as our own. By fault, I do not mean blame in the way that we can 

turn against others, then turn that same misguided energy against our own self. By fault, I mean 

error. The error is our own. When we look fearlessly and compassionately, we can see that we 

looked to others, or to conditions, as the source of our support. We confined our well-being to a 

condition. When our expectations were not met, doubts about the efficacy of our spiritual path, 

or even doubts about God, arise. Giving up Self-reliance, we ourselves plant the seeds of doubt 

and nurture the crop of our grief.  

To dispel our doubts, we practice being curious about their root cause. What are we clinging to 

that troubles our mind and blocks our access to inner peace? Where have we given up relying on 

our divine Self as our support?  

Rely on Infinite  

When we discern the cause of our doubt, despair, and grief, we have already elevated our 

awareness from the tumult of manas—the reactive thinking mind—to the light of buddhi, our 

awakened faculty of discriminative wisdom. Manas looks outward and is prone to affirm the 

reality of conditions, but buddhi has the capacity to also look within, to turn toward the divine 

Self and receive higher guidance. From the summit of our awakened discernment and intuition, 
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we can begin to affirm our faith. We can turn from reliance on circumstances to reliance on the 

Infinite—that intelligent power and presence pervading the universe. That which is the Life of 

our life.  

To experience support when we need it, we turn our awareness and our attention to relying on 

the Infinite. We feel, affirm, know, and declare our confidence in That which has ever sustained 

us, that which has brought us through every storm so far. When we face a challenge where we do 

not know what to do, when we cannot decide what is best, or even what would be helpful, our 

breakthrough is preceded by this declaration of faith in Spirit and our willingness to surrender 

into relying on the Infinite. This means letting go of worry, confusion, and doubt. Renounce it. Do 

that, and know that guidance will come. Be open to it.  

One summer afternoon, I was working in the office at my teacher’s retreat center in North 

Georgia. It was time for me to leave and walk up the hill to my room. I had a book to deliver to a 

friend who was working somewhere on the property and would only be there for a short while. It 

began to rain, then pour. Summer in Georgia produces cloudbursts that can soak you to the bone 

if you walk out in it. A sister disciple who was also working in the office volunteered to drive me 

to my room to pick up the book and then drive me around the property to find my friend. I 

hesitated. She was working, and this would mean interrupting what she was doing that was time-

sensitive. I literally swayed from side to side as I contemplated the dilemma. I couldn’t decide. An 

affirmation strongly rose up within me that I boldly declared: Divine Mother will take care of it! 

And besides, there was an oversized umbrella by the door I knew I could borrow.  

In the few minutes it took for me to gather my things and walk out the door, the clouds had 

parted, the rain had stopped, and the sun was shining through. I walked to my room to get the 

book, only to find my friend working a few feet from my door. It is easy enough to chalk it all up 

to coincidence but why dismiss such revelation? Why not embrace the deepest knowing: Divine 

Mother will take care of it? Why not affirm that in small and great ways, we can rely on the 

Infinite? 
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Lesson Journal: 

Where do I look for support when I need it? 

 

 

 

Is faith in the Infinite integral to my support system? 

 

 

 

How does doubt in my higher Self manifest in my life? What is my thought process connected to 

it? How are my emotions involved? 

 

 

 

Can I see any connection between difficulties fostered by doubt and the presence of attachment? 

 

 

 

What is my experience of relying on Spirit, or my higher Self, for support? 

 


